An exploratory analysis of the typology of clinical cases treated at the psychology service of Anita Balistieri clinic in 2018
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Psychopathology is a term that is attributed both to the study of pathological mental states, and to the manifestation of behaviors and experiences that may indicate an abnormal mental or psychological state. Its origin is Greek, where psykhé means soul and pathology, study of diseases, their symptoms. Using Semiology to understand psychopathological phenomena. This Research aims to analyze the psychopathologies found through the analysis of the transcripts and reports produced by the students / interns who attended the SPA in 2018, being carried out through an exploratory analysis of the care provided to patients, identifying the most recurrent, fundamental and also modifications of them throughout the visits and in different patients; contributing to the curricular advancement and increase of the student's skills and competences. The quantitative research will show by grouping in a table the incidence of pathologies observed from the sample collected. 101 medical records were analyzed, where we found the ADHD age group from 0 to 12 years old more present; in the age group 13 to 18 years old high rate of depression; in the 19- to 60-year age group the greatest recurrence of Panic Disorder and Depression and, over 60 years, Depression. We pay attention to the importance of Research for the representation of psychopathological types, in addition to exploring ways of preventing control and understanding of these phenomena in the field of psychological clinic.
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